
Y5 Curriculum Overview - Summer

Summer 1 Summer 2

English
Talk for Writing
Myths and Legends
Text: Theseus and the Minotaur

Expanded noun phrases | fronted adverbials | passive and
active voice | pronouns | relative clauses | subordinating
and coordinating clauses | time conjunctions | tone and
formality shifts | writing in 1st person

Reading domains will be covered through reading
sessions and in English lessons:

context clues | retrieving information | summarising |
inference | predict

Talk for Writing
Non Fiction - Newspaper reports
Text: Curious Creature Captured

Direct and reported speech | questions | passive and active voice |
colons, semi-colons and dashes | relative clauses | subordinating
and coordinating conjunctions | time conjunctions | tone and
formality shifts | writing in 3rd person

Reading domains will be covered through reading sessions
and in English lessons:

context clues | retrieving information | summarising | inference |
predict

Maths
Number and place value
Number and calculation
Fractions
Measures
Geometry
Statistics

Number and place value
Number and calculation
Fractions
Measures
Geometry
Statistics



Science
Animals including humans

● Describe the changes as humans develop to
old age.

● Changes experienced in puberty.
● Research the gestation periods and life spans

of other animals and comparing them with
humans.

Properties and changes of materials

● Compare and group together everyday materials on
the basis of their properties

● Know that some materials will dissolve in liquid to form
a solution, and describe how to recover a substance
from a solution.

● Use knowledge of solids, liquids and gases to decide
how mixtures might be separated.

● Give reasons, based on evidence
● Demonstrate that dissolving, mixing and changes of

state are reversible changes.

Art
Painting and mixed media skills focus

Artists’ references Vincent Van Gogh, Georgia
O'Keeffe
Colour mixing, pencil drawing and painting
techniques, still life, cityscape and landscape
painting, multi-media application

Textiles, mixed media skills focus
Artists’ references Fabric Lenny , Linda Miller(seaside textile
artist)
Seaside-themed banners mini project. Local area study and
coastal visit to gather ideas, images, make sketches and take
photographs of key images, landmarks and places of interest.
Record and transfer images onto a class fabric banner for
display in school/ on local town parade to celebrate all things
good about living by the coast

Computing
Digital Literacy - evaluating online material
(Espresso)

Building collaborative websites using Google sites

Design
Technology

Food: Celebrating culture and seasonality

prepare and cook celebration dishes using a range of
cooking techniques | understand seasonality, and know
where and how a variety of ingredients are grown, reared,
caught and processed.

Structures - Frame Structures (Bird Hides)

Carry out research into user needs and existing products.
Formulate a clear plan, use appropriate tools to accurately
measure and join construction materials to make frameworks.
Critically evaluate their products against their design spec.



French

Geography Study of European Region – Greek Island - Crete
Where is Greece ? Where and what are the major
cities in Greece? Where and what are the islands in
Greece ? What is the Weather like in Greece ?
Where is Crete ? What is the History of Crete ?
How can you travel to Crete ? What does Crete look
like - landscape and vegetation ?

Study of European Region – Greek Island - Crete
What are the main towns and cities of Crete ?
Chania Town old and new towns comparison.
What industries are in the old and new town?- comparison
What food can be found in Creten restaurants ?
What happens on Crete farms ?
What is the farming process for olive growing ?
What did I do on holiday in Crete ?- Postcard

History
Ancient Greece - a study of Greek life and
achievements and their influence on the western
world
Was the battle of Marathon a great victory for the
ancient Greeks?
Who did the ancient Greeks worship and why ?
What happened at the theatre ?
What do the sources tell us about the importance of
the Olympic games to the ancient Greeks ?

Ancient Greece - a study of Greek life and achievements
and their influence on the western world.
Which Greek words do we use today and why ?
Is the Greek alphabet like ours?
What similarities are there between ancient Greek schools
and our school?

Music
Livin’ on a prayer

Livin’ On A Prayer is a great example of an anthem – a
rousing or uplifting song reflecting a particular cause or
emotion – which unites people when they are singing
together.

The Fresh Prince of Bel-Air

The material presents an integrated approach to music where
games, the interrelated dimensions of music (pulse, rhythm, pitch
etc), singing and playing instruments are all linked.

The Fresh Prince Of Bel-Air is an example of a song that tells a
story, in this case setting the scene for the TV series with the same
name.

QuadKids / athletics QuadKids / athletics



PE
Cricket Rounders

PSHE
Money matters It’s my body

RE


